SWIM MEET ‘DON'T FORGET’ LIST

SWIMMER

☐ Racing Suit  ☐ Water Bottle
   (practice suit JIC)  ☐ Deck Shoes
☐ Cap (2)  ☐ Dry Clothes
☐ Goggles (2)  ☐ Blanket
☐ Hydra Gear  ☐ Cards/Games/Books
☐ Towels (2+)  ☐ Positivity/Sportsmanship
                 ▼/Kindness

---

PARENT

☐ Swimmer(s)  ☐ Personal
☐ Folding Chair/Stadium  ☐ Entertainment (book
   Seat  etc)
☐ Hydra Squad Gear  ☐ Emergency Kit
☐ Highlighter/Sharpie  ☐ Advil/Band-aids/etc.
☐ Water + Snacks  ☐ Meet Information
☐ Emergency Funds  (In email or on Hydra
                 Website)

Show Hydra Pride, and keep your area neat
         and clean